SDLCE KAKATIYA UNIVERSITY
M.A. (HISTORY) FINAL

PAPER-I: HISTORIOGRAPHY AND HISTORICAL METHOD

PAPER-II: HISTORY OF MODERN WORLD (1871-1956 AD)

PAPER-III: HISTORY OF MODERN INDIA (1757-1950 AD)

PAPER-IV: TRIBAL AND PEASANT MOVEMENTS IN COLONIAL INDIA, (1707-1948 AD)

PAPER-V-A: HISTORY AND CULTURE OF TELANGANA
(From 1324 TO 1948 AD)

OR

PAPER-V-B: ECONOMIC HISTORY OF MODERN INDIA (1757-1950 AD)
SDLCE KAKATIYA UNIVERSITY
M.A. (HISTORY) FINAL
PAPER – I: HISTORIOGRAPHY AND HISTORICAL METHOD


Unit-IV: History as Art and Science – Philosophy of History - Causation - Subjectivity - Objectivity - Generalization.

Unit-V: Topic of Research – Collection of Sources – Internal and External Criticism – Chapterization – Foot Notes and Bibliography.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
Arthur Marwick: The Nature of History
E.H. Car: What is History?
G.R. Elater: The Practice of History.
Gordon V.Childe : What Happened in History
Majumdar & Srivastava: Historiography.
Morc-Block: Varieties of History
N. Sastry & Ramanna: Historical method with special reference to India.
Paul Thompson: History of Historical Writing.
R.G. Colling Wood: The Idea of History
Toynbee: A Study of History.
Vidyasagar Reddy, L., Historiography (Charitra Rachana Shastram), Edited, School Distance Learning Continuing Education, Kakatiya University, Warangal
Waleh, W.H: An Introduction to Philosophy of History
SDLCE KAKATIYA UNIVERSITY  
M.A. (HISTORY) FINAL  
PAPER-II – HISTORY OF MODREN WORLD (1871-1956 AD)


REFERENCE BOOKS:
Anderson: Modern Europe in World Perspective.
Bipin Chandra: Colonialism & Modernization.
Bipin Chandra: Comintern and National and Colonial Question
G. Bhadru Naik., History of Modern Europe, A.D.1789 – 1960, Edited, School Distance Learning Continuing Education, Kakatiya University, Warangal
Hughes: Contemporary Europe, A History.
Mowat (Ed): The New Cambridge Modern History.
Robinson and Beard: Readings in Modern European History.
Unit-I: European Traders in India in the 17th and 18th Centuries - Portuguese, Dutch, French and the British - The Establishment and Expansion of British Dominion in India - British Relations with and Subjugation of the Principal Indian Powers – Bengal, Oudh, Hyderabad, Mysore, Marathas and the Sikhs.

Unit-II: Evolution of Central and Provincial Structure under the East India Company, 1773 – 1853 - Paramountcy, Civil Service, Judiciary, Police and the Army under the Company and Crown - Local Self-Government - Constitutional Changes, 1909 – 1935 - Contact with Christianity - the Missionaries - Critique of Indian Social and Economic Practices and Religious Beliefs; Educational and Other Activities - The New Education - Government Policy; Levels and Contents; English Language; Modern Science; Indian Initiatives in Education - Raja Rammohan Roy; Socio-Religious Reforms; Emergence of Middle Class; Caste Associations and Caste Mobility.

Unit-III: Women’s Question - Nationalist Discourse; Women’s Organizations; British Legislation Concerning Women; Constitutional Position - The Printing Press - Journalistic Activity and the Public Opinion - Modernisation of Indian Languages and Literary Forms - Reorientation in Painting, Music and Performing Arts.


Unit-V: Communal Politics and Genesis of Pakistan; Towards Independence and Partition - Rehabilitation after Partition; Integration of the Indian States; the Kashmir Question - The Making of the Indian Constitution.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
Anil Seal, Emergence of Indian Nationalism
Bipan Chandra, India Struggle for Independence
Bipan Chandra, Nationalism and Colonialism in Modern India
Bipan Chandra, Essays on Modern India.
Bipan Chandra, Rise and Growth of Economic Nationalism
Chirol V., India unrest.
Desai, A.R. Social background of Indian Nationalism
Desai, A.R., Peasant Movement in India
Dutt., R.P. India Today
Dutt. R.C. Economic History of India Vol.I & II.
Gopal, S. Jawaharlal Nehru and Biography.
Hiemsath Charles, Indian Nationalism and Hindu Social Reform.
Majumdar, R.C. Freedom Struggle in India., III Volumes.
Narayan. V.A. Social Reform in Modern India.
Panikkar, K.N. Culture and Ideology in Colonial India.
Ranjit Guha, Elementary Aspects of Peasant Insurgency in Colonial India.
Sumit Sarkar, Modern India.
Sumit Sarkar, Writing Social History
Tarachand, History of Freedom Movement in India, IV Volumes.
SDLCE KAKATIYA UNIVERSITY
M.A. (HISTORY) FINAL
PAPER – IV: TRIBAL AND PEASANT MOVEMENTS IN COLONIAL INDIA
(1800-1950 AD)


Unit-II: Tribal Uprising in India in the 19th Century - Bengal – Bihar – Mundas - Santhals - Bhils – Parlakimidi - Rampa - Telangana Area


Unit-IV: The Rise and Growth of All India Kisan Sabha - Provincial Peasant organizations – Bengal – Bihar – Punjab – Kerala - Andhra etc. - Integration of Peasantry into the Nationalist Movement.

Unit-V: The Left and the Peasantry - Congress Socialist Party and Communist Party of India and Peasant Movements in Telangana

REFERENCE BOOKS:
A.R. Desai, Peasant Struggles in India.
Barry Pavier, Telangana Movement.
D.N. Dhanagare, Peasant Movements in India.
G. Bhadru Naik., History of Peasant Movement in India Edited, School Distance Learning Continuing Education, Kakatiya University, Warangal
Haimandorf, Tribal Hyderabad.
J. Mangamma, Alluri Seetarama Raju.
K. N. Panikkar, Against Lord and State.
K.S. Singh, Tribal Movements in India.
Kapil Kumar, Peasant in India.
N.G. Ranga, Fight for Freedom.
Natarajan, Peasant Revolts in India.
Ranajit Guha, Peasant Insurgence in India.
Sarma, B.K., Tribal Revolts.
Satyanarayana, A. Andhra Peasants under British Rule Agrarian Relations and Rural Economy 1800 – 1940.
Shashi, S.K., The Tribal Women of India.
Subaltern Studies, Vol. I.
Sunil Sen, Agrarian Struggles in Bengal.
V. Raghavaiah, Tribal Revolts in India.
Y. Vaikuntham, Peasants in Colonial South India.


SUGGESTED READINGS:

B.N. Sastry, Bharatadesa Charitra – Sanskruthi – Sansthanamulu (Telugu).
B.S. Venkat Rao, Our Struggle for Emancipation, Vol. I & II.
Bharati Ray., Hyderabad and British Paramountcy.
Gail Omvedt., Dalists and Democratic Revolution in India.
H.K. Sherwani., History of Qutb Shahi Dynasty.
I. Tirumali, Against Lord and Dora.
J.F. Richards, Mughal Rule in Golconda.
Karen Leonard, Hyderabad and Hyderabadies.
Lucien B. Benchicov, From Autocracy to Integration Hyderabad 1938-48.
M. Narsingh Rao, 50 Sanwathsarala Hyderabad (Telugu).
Madapati Hanumanth Rao, Telangana Andhadhyama Charitra (Telugu), Vol. I & II
Margrit Pernau, the Passing of Patrimonialism: Politics and Political Culture in Hyderabad 1911-48.
N. Ramesan, Hyderabad Freedom Struggle, Vol. I to IV.
Richard, M. Eaton, Social History of Deccan (Eight Great Indian Lives).
Sarojini Regani, Highlights of the Freedom Movement in Andhra Pradesh.
Sarojini Regani., Nizam British Relations.
Suravaram Pratapreddi., Andhrula Sanghika Charitra (Telugu).
V.K. Bawa., Hyderabad under Salarjung-I.
V.K. Bawa., The Last Nizam.
Veldurthi Manikya Rao, Hyderabad S swathanthrodyama Charitra (Telugu).
Wahiduddin Khan, A Brief History of Andhra Pradesh.
SDLCE KAKATIYA UNIVERSITY
M.A. (HISTORY) FINAL
PAPER–V-B: ECONOMIC HISTORY OF MODERN INDIA (1757-1964 A.D)


*The students should go on a study tour of India to visit places of historical interest as a part of curriculum.

REFERENCE BOOKS:
A.K. Bagnchi, Private investment in India 1900-1039.
A.R. Desai, Social Background of Indian Nationalism.
Bhanumathi Ranga Rao. S. Land Revenue Administration with Nizam’s Dominions.
Bipan Chandra, Essays on Colonialism.
Bipan Chandra, Modern India.
Bipan Chandra, Rise and growth of Economic Nationalism.
Bipan Chandra, Colonialism and nationalism in India.
Dharmakumar (Ed) The Cambridge Economic History of Modern India Vol.II.
Gadgil, D.R. Evolution of Industrial Relations in recent times.
Rothermund, D. Asian Trade and European Expansion in the Age of Merchantilism.
S.K. Sen, Studies in Industrial Policy and Development of India.
Satyanarayana, A. Andhra Peasants under British Rule.
T. Ray Chandi, The Indian Economy in the 19th Century India.
Thallapally Manohar., Economic History of India (1757-1952), Edited, School Distance Learning Continuing Education, Kakatiya University, Warangal
V. Ramakrishna Reddy, Economic History f Hyderabad State, Warangal Subha.
V.B. Singh, Economic History of India.
Vaikuntham, Y. State, Economy and Social Transformation, Hyderabad.